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Abstract
The theme is Back to the Future, the place is Boulder, Colorado, the time is present

day…  We want to recreate the scene in the first movie where Marty is traveling “back to the
future” of 1985 from the year 1955.  This scene involves the ever-so-popular DeLorean time
machine, the lightning hitting clock tower, Doc’s hair becoming even more frazzled than before,
and the tire tracks of fire on the street as the DeLorean disappeared into the future.

In order to accomplish this, we concentrate on the major components: the clock tower,
the car, and the tire tracks.  We do not believe we will be able find a good action figure to
represent Doc, so we will leave that up to your imagination.  The clock tower we will
manufacture involves a ringing bell and a moving minute hand, both of which stop after the car
passes it.  The car unfortunately cannot be a DeLorean as they are currently collector’s items and
near impossible to find.  We are opting for what might be seen as the modern-day, pimped
version remote control car complete with spinning rims.  Strips of flash paper on the ground will
implement the tire tracks of fire.  We will look into somehow morphing the space-time
continuum to actually send the car into the future, but it might prove a bit too complicated.  Also,
our knowledge of the trilogy of movies is that they do not contain enough details to actually
create the flux capacitor, but we will commence upon further investigation.

1. Construction: Mechanical and Computational Elements
For our construction we focused on building the clock tower and its components, which

includes the bell, the clock, and the magnetic sensor.  The clock tower itself is just a hollow
wooden box frame with a roof.  We wanted it hollow so that the viewers can see as much of the
inner workings as possible.

The bell ringer was our most complicated mechanical device.  A couple of the group
members had previously worked on putting together The Executioner, and we all decided that
the action of the executioner's arm was the same motion that we needed to get our bell to ring.
We made a small hollow box out of basswood using the laser printer to cut.  The cam was also
cut out using the laser printer.  The lever was constructed from balsa wood and dowels (the
choice of balsa wood was not the best, but it was what we had).

For the actual bell we decided to use a standard service bell.  This simplified the design
of the ringer because the bell already had it's own hammer built in, and because of that we didn't
have to make a complicated motion to hit the bell.

A Lego gear was attached the axle of the cam.  We then built a simple Lego device to
gear down a motor, which also had a Lego gear attached to it.  Gearing down the motor did two
things for us: it slowed down the rotation, and it gave us more power.

This same concept was used to gear down the clock (the clock is just a rotating minute
hand).  We cut out the face and hands with the laser cutter, and attached the minute hand to a
Lego gear.

We attached both motors to a handy cricket.  A magnetic sensor was also attached to



control the action.  We programmed the cricket to start the motors when it was activated, and
continue until the magnetic sensor was triggered.  The program is as follows:
to backtofuture
  beep
  a, on
  b, on
  a, thisway
  a, thatway
  waituntil [switcha]
  b, off
  waituntil [switcha]
  a, off
end
Our group decided to buy a RC car for simplicity, and we attached magnets to the bottom of the
car.  It was our intention to be able to drive the car over the sensor in order to make everything
stop.

We constructed a small ramp with guide rails in order to house the magnetic sensor and
the candle for the flash paper.  We cut a small hole at the end of the ramp for the candle.  Flash
cotton was placed on the underside of the car, and flash paper was put at the end of the ramp.
When the car drove over the candle it ignited the flash cotton, the flash cotton then ignited the
flash paper as the car drove past.

2. Implementation: What Worked and Didn't
 Every major component of our project (clock tower, crickets, vehicle, and flash paper)
underwent significant design changes as construction progressed.
 The original design for the clock tower would feature a bell similar to a scaled-down
Liberty bell; however our initial foraging in local crafts stores yielded disappointing results.
 Either the bell was too small, low quality, or the wrong type (jingle bells).  The group definitely
wanted a hearty bell sound, so we were able to instead use a service bell that stores use to alert
the store clerk a customer is waiting.  This turned out to be a benefit for us, as the service bell
was dependable in emitting a clear, loud sound, and the triggering mechanism was a button,
rather than a complex swinging motion.  Another difficulty encountered was when our first
motor used was too weak.  The clock tower required force to move its ample wood parts, and the
small hobby motors were replaced with bigger sized motors.  Another concern was that the bell
was ringing too fast and so the solution was to use Lego parts to gear down the mechanism until
the ringing speed was sufficiently slowed down.  This gearing down principle was also used with
great success in assembling the moving clock hands at the top of the clock tower.
 The second major design change had to do with the crickets and the sensors.  The major
job of the cricket was to sense when the car would pass a certain point and deactivate the clock
tower hands from moving and to also stop the bell ringing (as if struck by lightning).  Infrared
sensors were in the initial design, but were replaced by use of a magnetic sensor.  The
accompanying magnet was terribly inadequate, requiring almost touch distance to activate the
sensor.  With some external furnishing of small but powerful magnets that we then attached to
our car, the sensor would activate consistently when the car passed by over it.
 The third major design change was the vehicle itself. At first we thought we would use a
simple Lego car or hot wheels car, but we wanted something that looked remotely like the actual



DeLorean (it lacked coolness factor).  For a time we were inspired to use a rocket car that uses
A-cell model rocket engines to "hit the speed of sound along 90 feet of track." We gave it a trial
run and while it worked quite well, we found that it was sub-optimal for our project due to the
length of smooth track required and dependability in the car doing its intended purpose of
triggering the magnetic sensors.  We settled on a remote-controlled silver Lexus with spinning
rims and a subwoofer.  The remote control part of the car turned out to be a great boon for the
last and most visually impressive part of our project: flash paper.
 There are two kinds of flash paper: the kind that burns in big flames and the kind that
leaves a puff of smoke.  We had assumed that we had received the smoky kind (perfect for a
lightning effect on the clock tower) and thus our design plans all focused on lighting the flash
paper on the clock tower, preferably near a Doc type character.  Much to our surprise, testing
revealed that flash paper flamed brightly, but did not smoke.  It was then that we switched our
plans and proposed using the flash paper to give the “burning” tire treads effect that occurs when
the car warps in time travel.  We finally found a solution that worked:  we ended up building a
ramp structure that would have a hole for the car to pass by the magnetic sensor at the top, and
another hole on the decline that contained a lit candle.  We placed flash cotton (which burns
longer) on the underside of the car and strips of flash paper near the base of the ramp near the
candle.  When the car passed by the candle, the flash cotton would ignite and stay on fire long
enough to trigger the strips of flash paper nearby, thus giving an awesome fire effect.

3. Context: Influences, Educational/Artistic Aspects, Purpose
Our project models the Back to the Future movie by Steven Spielberg.   The reasoning

behind choosing such a project had to do with the video we watched of various group
demonstrating their automata.  We realized that the projects that were modeled from things that
basically everyone was familiar with seemed more clever and tended to strike a smile in the
audience.  Such projects included the Gremlin, the tortoise and the hare, the chicken who crossed
the road, etc.  As soon as we noticed this, we immediately started brainstorming for projects that
everyone would recognize.  We went from fairy tales and fables to popcorn poppers in our
brainstorming stage.  Then we realized that maybe we should recreate some type of action movie
scene.  Not on would it be recognizable, it's also fun and exciting.  Back to the Future seemed
like the one we could successfully create without many hindrances (although now that the project
is completed, we realize that maybe that wasn't necessarily the case).

We started out with what seemed like a simple goal, the clock tower and stopping its
movement as the car whisked by.  Then, depending on time, we were going to implement other
aspects of the time machine scene.  The clock tower itself is a huge theme for Back to the Future.
How many times do you walk past a clock tower and become slightly reminded of Back to the
Future?  We know that happens to us practically every time.  The clock tower mechanism was
inspired by the paper automata project that Chris and Aaryn both completed.  We really liked
how the mechanism was made of two simple cams.  We also liked the use of gravity rather than
creating some sort of tension for the downward movement of the mechanism.  We implemented
this system with only one cam and did not even find the need to change the measurements from
what the executioner was.  Later we implemented the flash paper tire tracks and the ramp in
order to be able to light the tire tracks.

The real educational aspect of our project is the mechanism for ringing the bell and the
mechanism for moving the clock hand.  For these reasons, we left the clock tower open so that
our audience could view what is happening on the inside.  Other than that, we consider our



project to have great artistic influence from Steven Spielberg and Doctor Emmett Brown ("Doc")
of course.  The only ideas we were intending to convey are those found in this particular scene in
the movie.  We believed going into the project that every effect created in the movie could be
modeled with some sort of automata (much like Doc’s prototype models in the movies).

4. Improvements: Short-Term, Long-Term
Projects are never complete.  Ask if there are any improvements we could make, and the

answer would be an obvious yes.  We could always find new ways to improve our project.  It
depends on the given time and resources.  Whether it be a few weeks or a few months, our
project could always be improved in one way or another.

Given a few more weeks, our project could be improved/upgraded in several ways.  One
improvement would be automating the car.  This automation could range anywhere from just
being able to start on its own and drive to the end without our control; or, the car would be able
to drive forward and at completion, the car would be able to reset itself – being fully automated.
Another improvement would be synchronizing the clock hands and the car.  This synchronization
would perform the same actions as that which happens in the movie, Back to the Future.  Then
after the completion of each run the clock face would reset back to its original position.
Additionally, given the few extra weeks we would most likely be able to improve our method of
igniting the flash paper.  In our current state, we are using a candle to ignite the paper.  However,
it seems like there should be a method in which we could automate the lighting of the flash paper
so that its 99% fool proof.  Given all the improvements listed above, each improvement would
probably take the extra few weeks that are assumed to be given.  But each improvement would
make the project more automated.

However, if given a year or two to build and develop this project, we would be able to
implement all the above short term improvements and more.  Assuming the year or two, the goal
of the project would be to make the entire project fully automated so that we could just push a
start button and everything would be automated so that the only human interaction with the
project would be pushing the start button.  Making the project more automated would most likely
have to include a very elaborate computationally specific system of crickets so that everything
was in sync with one another.  The biggest challenge would be to have all parts of the project in
sync, thus requiring an elaborate method of computing what happens when.  An additional
improvement that could be made would be making our own specific gears.  Currently we use
Lego system of gears, but if we were given the time we would be able to make our own specific
set of gears so that we wouldn’t be constrained to the given Lego gears.  Lastly, since our project
was modeled after the movie, Back to the Future, we would improve the project by
implementing a method to actually try and make the car disappear.  This wouldn’t be such a
computationally intensive implementation or anything, but rather just implementing a clever way
to actually try and make the car disappear as if it really did leap into the future.

All in all, our project could be improved in many ways given the extra time.  With just a
couple extra weeks, we would be able to make several additional automated systems.  Given a
few years, we would automate the entire project and use an elaborate system to synchronize all
parts/systems of the project.  So, depending on how much more time is given the project would
increase in improvements analogous to the given time.



5. Photos
Midway Checkpoint

Completed Gear/Motor Mechanism for Turning the Cam to Ring the Bell

Completed Gear/Motor/Cam Mechanism for Ringing the Bell



Completed Gear/Motor Mechanism for Moving the Clock Hand

Completed Back of Clock Tower



Completed Front of Clock Tower



Completed Ramp/Sensor/Candle/Flash Paper for Time Machine

Setting Up Our Project



Still Setting Up Our Project

Project In Action



Explaining Our Project

Still Explaining Our Project

Completed Project!




